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RESOURCE MAPPING

Why should we engage in resource mapping?

It is easy to lose track of all the supports and resources that are available in a school or district,
not to mention knowing what barriers they address, where to find them, and how to use them.
Lack of systematic coordination and communication of resources can easily lead to gaps in
intervention implementation as well as duplication of services. Resource maps are an effective
tool for providing a visual picture of the resources available, matched to student need, across a
multi-tiered system of supports.

Benefits: 
Increases efficiency in planning and coordinating services for students

Pre-Mapping: Lays the foundation for a productive collaboration and establishes a clear vision
and defined goals.
Questions to consider:

Who will use the resource map?
What template/structure will be used?
Who should inform the mapping process?
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Steps to resource mapping

Increases efficiency in communicating with staff

Informs infrastructure needs (e.g., professional learning, purchasing)

Mapping: Identifies resources available in your district/school as well as existing limitations
and gaps in resources.

Implementing: Facilitates access to and implementation of resources.

Questions to consider:
According to the data, what are the most common barriers to student learning?
What resources (e.g., time, materials, personnel) exist to address the barriers?
What gaps in resources still remain?

 

Questions to consider:
How will the resource map be shared/communicated with staff?
What professional learning will be needed to implement the resources?
How will intervention integrity  be measured?

 

Evaluating: Evaluates the effectiveness of resource mapping and determines how to sustain
efforts.
Questions to consider

What impact did the resources have on reducing or eliminating the identified barriers?
Did the resource mapping process help facilitate coordination and communication?
How can the resource mapping process be improved?

 

http://floridarti.usf.edu/resources/presentations/index.html
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PRESENTATION SKILLS
Insert short description about this skill.

1.  How is resource mapping currently accomplished in your district?  Is it done at the school or
     district level?  What is the connection to the K-12 Reading Plan Decision Tree?  For example, are      
     resource maps embedded in the decision tree or used as a supporting document?  

Please capture any notes, ideas, resources suggestions, or
takeaways you don't want to forget from today's session!

Sample resource maps: http://floridarti.usf.edu/resources/presentations/index.html

Guiding Questions for Discussion

Notes

2.  What data currently inform your resource mapping process?

3.  What additional steps are included in your district's resource mapping process that you've  found
      particularly helpful?

Resources

Madison Metropolitan School District Resource Map Templates
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gU5LB8JCjPK6fBgGKJoiQRDxx85sh_AnXakdSJdC2LY/edit

Oregon Reading First Planning Core/Benchmark, Strategic & Intensive Interventions
oregonreadingfirst.uoregon.edu/downloads/instruction/other/planning_int_fw.ppt

http://floridarti.usf.edu/resources/presentations/index.html
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gU5LB8JCjPK6fBgGKJoiQRDxx85sh_AnXakdSJdC2LY/edit
http://oregonreadingfirst.uoregon.edu/downloads/instruction/other/planning_int_fw.ppt

